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Abstract 
For any coded system the optimal decoder has to use a metric which 
is proportional to the log likelihood-ratio of the channel. To simplify 
the decoding process, the metric is required to have an additivity 
property, and to take on values from a finite set which are not 
always matched to the channel. The Generalized R ,  (GR) in this 
case is a function of the decoder set of memcs, the channel transition 
probabilities, and the partition of the received signal space to finite 
decision regions which is done by the quantizer. Here, an optimal 
quantizer, in the sense of maximizing GR, under metric constraint 
is derived. An iterative procedure for finding the optimal 
quantization boundaries is introduced. 

Introduction 

The advent of coding techniques has placed much attention on the 
design of coded system. In a practical coded system the 
demodulator outputs are quantized to implement a feasible decoder. 
For a given 2Q quantization levels the combination of the modulator, 
channel and quantized demodulator can be viewed as a discrete 
memoryless channel (DMC), M-input, 2 Q-output. Such a 
quantization of the demodulator output space is governed by system 
considerations, namely, decoder complexity, performance 
degradation, and robustness. 

Wozencraft and Kennedy [ I ]  were first to suggest that a reasonable 
modulation system design criterion is the "cutoff rate," R,, of the 
DMC. Since, R ,  is the upper limit of code rates for which the 
average decoding computation per digit is finite when sequential 
decoding is used. Massey [2] argued that the appropriate 
modulation criterion is R, and introduced an iterative procedure for 
finding the optimum quantization boundaries that maximize R,, for 
the binary case. His result is usefull when the decoder assign 
optimal metrics for the quantization regions, namely the decoder 
assign a metric mj if the received signal is in the j th decision 
region, and m, is proportional to the log likelihood-ratio of the 
decision region. Hence, the decoder is required to compute 
accurately these set of finite memcs and the decoding computations 
have to be done with sufficient precision. 

However, in most practical coded systems the decoder uses a finite 
set of metrics, M ={hi, ..,&Q] which are fixed for all channel 
conditions. In this case the designer problem is to find the 
quantization thresholds {TJ. i=O, .,,Q-l, (or region boundaries in 
the non-binary case), such that the quantization will be optimal in 

the sense of maximizing the generalized R, criteria [4], R,. 

In this talk we will explore and prove some lemmas on Ro and 
propose two algorithms for computing the optimal thresholds 
under memc constraint. 
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Summarv of results 

Henceforth the analysis is restricted to binary input communication 
system with continuous channel output random variable, y. 
characterized by some symmetric conditional probability density 

channel output y has to be quantized to a finite number of levels. If 
the likelihood ratio of y, 4 y )  =w is in the region (Tk-l,Td or 

in the region (l/Tk,ltTk.I] the quantizer assigns a memc (-l)amk or 
-(-l)%k under the hypothesis that a=0,1, was transmitted, 
respectively. Then, using the Chernoff bound technique and the 
random coding arguments the generalized R, of the coded system , 

functionsfyio (Y),fy/i(y), YE (-w,=), andfyLo (Y) = fyLi(-y). The 

Results 

(I) 

equation Ze  = o<z<l Wc(z) = WL(Z,), has an unique solution. 

For a fixed values of coefficients = {Pd, k=fl,..,-%, the 

* min 

(11) 
Vi>j, and let cbe the solution for the equation 

Given fixed values of memcs (mi .  .., mQ), mi 2 m i x ,  

Then , for a received signal y with conditional probability density 
functions fyl0(y), fy/l(y). and likelihood ratio Ny) =w , the 
quantizer assigns a metric m(y) according to 

fy/I(Y) 

k=l,..,Q, with boundary conditions, To = I ,  TQ=w. 

(111) 

respect to e. i.e. R, (aP_ + (1-a)QJ l a  R, (E)+ (1-a) R, (a. 
Algorithms for finding the quantizer thresholds, for channels with 
continuous probability density functions as well as for channels with 
discrete transition probabilities are introduced. Finally, the above 
algorithms are compared to Massey's algorithm and underline 
relations between the two problems is revealed. These new results 
can be applied for various applications, for example, metric 
compression for L*-order diversity channel. 

For fixed set of metrics, do is convex function (U) with 
* - 
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